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Abstract: The diachronic change of word-formation patterns is currently gaining increasing interest in cognitive-linguistic and constructionist approaches.
This paper contributes to this line of research with a corpus-based investigation of nominalization with the suffix -ung in German. In doing so, it puts
forward both theoretical and methodological considerations on morphology
and morphological change from a usage-based perspective. Regarding methodology, the long-standing topic of how to measure (changes in) the productivity of a morphological pattern is discussed, and it is shown how statistical
association measures can be applied to quantify the relationship between
word-formation patterns and their bases. These findings are linked up with
theoretical considerations on the interplay between constructional schemas
and their respective instances.
Keywords: morphology, historical linguistics, construction grammar

1 Introduction
Word-formation patterns and their diachronic development have received a
considerable amount of attention in recent cognitive-linguistic and constructionist approaches (cf. e.g. Booij 2010; Hilpert 2013; Traugott and Trousdale
2013). In a Construction Grammar (CxG) framework, they can be conceived of
as partially filled (e.g. in the case of English [V-ation]) or unfilled (e.g. conversion: to ride > the ride) constructional schemas. From a cognitive-linguistic point
of view, these schemas are of particular interest for at least two reasons. Firstly,
the classic view that (at least some) derivational morphemes are meaningless (cf.
e.g. Marchand 1969: 215; Spencer 2001: 227) is in sharp contrast with the view
held in most cognitive-linguistic and constructionist approaches that “all constructs validly posited for grammatical description […] must in some way be
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meaningful.”1 (Langacker 2008: 5) As such, unraveling the highly abstract
meaning of word-formation constructions is a key challenge for cognitive-linguistic approaches. Secondly, recent years have seen an increasing awareness
towards interaction patterns in language. If the view of language as “a network
of interlinked constructions” (Hilpert 2014: 57) is correct, it stands to reason that
constructions at different levels of abstraction interact with each other. A variety
of methodological tools has therefore been developed to study the interaction
between words and constructions (e.g. collostructional analysis, cf.
Stefanowitsch and Gries 2003) or between words/constructions and their linguistic context (e.g. the methodological toolkit of distributional semantics, cf.
Perek 2016). Morphology, which has been described as “the conceptual centre of
linguistics […] at the interface between phonology, syntax and semantics”
(Spencer and Zwicky 1998: 1), lends itself particularly well to the analysis of
such interaction patterns.
The present paper discusses one specific example of word-formation
change. However, it also aims at contributing to the theoretical and methodological discussion on morphological change more generally. Specifically, I will
argue that the study of interaction patterns between constructions (in the CxG
sense, i.e. form-meaning pairs) at different levels of abstraction can contribute
significantly to our understanding of word-formation patterns and their diachronic development.
As a case study, this paper discusses a German word-formation construction
that has been investigated quite extensively across different theories and frameworks, namely nominalization with the suffix -ung. It has been shown that this
construction experiences a significant decrease in morphological productivity
from the Early New High German period (1350–1650) onwards (Demske 2000,
Hartmann 2014a, Hartmann 2014b, and Hartmann 2016). However, the development of the word-formation pattern in the more recent past has not been
systematically investigated so far. This paper therefore focuses on developments
in the early stages of the New High German period (1650-today) up to the end of
the nineteenth century. After a brief review of previous research in Section 2,
Section 3 introduces the corpus compiled for the present study. Section 4
presents a quantitative analysis of frequency and productivity data and discusses the idea of applying collostructional analysis to investigate the interaction between word-formation patterns and word-formation products. Section 5
discusses the implications of the empirical findings for a cognitive-linguistic
theory of word-formation change.
1 Note that Langacker does not use “constructs” in the CxG sense here. In CxG, the term refers
to concrete instantiations of a construction (cf. Traugott and Trousdale 2013: 2).
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2 The rise of ung-nominals and the decline
of ung-nominalization: a brief review
of previous research
Derivations with -ung are ubiquitous in the German language. Some like
Erfahrung ‘experience’, Meinung ‘opinion’ and Leistung ‘achievement’ are
even among the 500 most frequent lemmas in the lemma frequency list of
DECOW14AX (Schäfer and Bildhauer 2012; Schäfer 2015), the largest available
corpus of present-day German, which comprises more than 5 million different
lemma types. However, Demske’s (2000) corpus-based study shows that the
pattern used to be less frequent, but more productive in earlier stages of
German. In order to measure the pattern’s diachronic productivity, she operationalizes Baayen’s “potential productivity” (Baayen 1992; Baayen 2009),
i.e. the ratio of hapax legomena (instances attested only once in a corpus) to
the total number of instances of the construction in question. While Demske
(2000) focuses on the Early New High German period (1350–1650), Hartmann
(2014a, 2014b) takes the early stages of the New High German period into
account, drawing on the GerManC corpus (Durrell et al. 2007), which covers
the time from 1650 to 1800. Quantitative analyses of the GerManC data show
that ung-nominalization, during that time, experienced an increase in type
and token frequency, while it saw a significant decrease in potential productivity (Hartmann 2016).
Various factors have been proposed to explain these diachronic changes in
productivity. Demske (2000) emphasizes the key role of lexicalization: While
-ung originally derives nouns whose meaning is very close to that of their base
verbs, highly frequent ung-nominals become lexicalized, e.g. Lesung ‘public
reading’ (which cannot refer to the process of reading any more) or Heizung
‘heating device’ (which cannot refer to the process of heating in present-day
German). Thus, the pattern becomes semantically less transparent (cf. Demske
2000: 396). In addition, infinitival nominalization (e.g. das Lesen ‘reading’)
emerges as a new competitor (cf. Demske 2000; Barz 1998). Although nominalized infinitives are already attested in the Old High German period (cf. e.g.
Demske 2001), they seem to become applicable to ever more bases in the Early
New High German period (cf. Werner 2012: 168f.).
The diachronic change of ung-nominalization qualifies as constructional
change. According to Traugott and Trousdale (2013: 26), “[a] constructional
change is a change affecting one internal dimension of a construction”.
According to Hilpert (2013: 16),
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[c]onstructional change selectively seizes a conventionalized form-meaning pair of a
language, altering it in its form, its function, any aspect of its frequency, its distribution
in the linguistic community, or any combination of these.

These complementary notions of constructional change are in turn compatible
with Scherer’s (2006, 2007) definition of word-formation change. According to
her, “word-formation change in the narrow sense” can be seen as change in
word-formation constraints, which in turn is reflected by changes in morphological productivity. Word-formation constraints can in turn be subdivided into
input and output constraints. Input constraints affect the constituents of the
pattern, e.g. the word classes whose members are eligible as bases for a particular word-formation pattern. Output constraints pertain to the words formed by
the pattern, more specifically, to the reading variants afforded by the wordformation products that instantiate the pattern. For instance, English -er-nominals like sleeper allow for object and person readings, among others (cf. Panther
and Thornburg 2001), while -ation does not permit person readings (nominalization *‘someone who nominalizes’).2 Most research on -ung deals with the question of how the input constraints governing ung-nominalization in present-day
German can be explained in more formally-oriented frameworks (e.g. Shin 2001;
Ehrich and Rapp 2000; Demske 2002; Roßdeutscher and Kamp 2010).
From a constructionist perspective, the constraints that govern the application of a word-formation pattern can be seen as part of the language user’s
linguistic knowledge about the construction in question. For instance, a presentday native speaker of German implicitly “knows” that fairly new formations like
Aufbeulung ‘bulging’ or Versionierung ‘version control’3 are grammatical while
others such as *Googelung ‘googling’ or *Twitterung ‘tweeting’ are not. In fact,
some ung-nominals attested in earlier stages of German have fallen out of use.
Paradigm examples include Murmelung ‘muttering’ (occasionally still attested in
the ENHG period) and Jammerung ‘moaning’ (attested in the Middle High
German period, 1050–1350), cf. example (1).
(1)

a. kein Fluch/Murmelung noch Ungedult wuͤrde bey ihnen geſpuͤrt
‘no curse, muttering, nor impatience was sensed in them’
(Grimmelshausen, Simplicissimus, 1699, DTA)

2 However, output constraints are seldom, if ever, absolute, and they are subject to change,
which is why I prefer to speak of the “output potential” of a word-formation pattern (see
Hartmann 2018 for an in-depth discussion).
3 Examples from wortwarte (www.wortwarte.de), a collection of neologisms (last checked 26/
01/2016).
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b. daz herze ir in dem lîbe spielt/von sender
jâmerunge.
the heart her in the body plays from yearning moaning
‘Her heart played around in her body due to [its] yearnful moaning.’
(Konrad von Würzburg, Herzmaere, thirteenth century, MHG
Dictionary)
These examples indicate – to use Scherer’s (2006) terminology introduced
above – that the input constraints governing new coinages in -ung have changed
significantly. Importantly, these constraints go in tandem with the function of
the pattern. In Early New High German, for instance, ung-nominals are often
used to encode progressivity, especially when used as complements of prepositions, e.g. in Lesung ‘in reading’ (cf. Demske 2000; Hartmann 2014b). In presentday German, by contrast, they tend to denote what is maybe best described with
Langacker’s (e.g. 2008) notion of “bounded region”. Hartmann (2016) shows that
many present-day ung-nominals refer to bounded regions in space and/or time.
For example, Ausgrabung ‘excavation’ can refer to an excavation site, and
Lesung ‘reading’ usually cannot refer to the process of reading any more but
only to a public reading event. Taking up Langacker’s (e.g. 2008) distinction
between “sequential scanning” and “summary scanning”, it can be argued that
ENHG uses of ung-nominals like Lesung tend to construe the semantic content of
the nominalization in a more “verb-like” fashion, viz. as a process unfolding
over time, while the predominant present-day usage apprehends the event
holistically. Systematic corpus studies have lent support to the hypothesis that
the diachronic development of ung-nominalization can be understood in terms
of increasing “nouniness” (cf. Demske 2000; Demske 2002; Hartmann 2016):
ung-nominals tend to assume more and more prototypically nominal features –
both regarding their semantics and their syntactic behavior – while more
“verby” uses of ung-nominalization as exemplified in (1) fall out of use.
The subsequent sections of this paper present a corpus study that investigates this development in detail.

3 The corpus: DTA and DTA baby
The German Text Archive (Deutsches Textarchiv, DTA for short4) is a collection of
German texts from about 1600 to 1900. As such, it complements other corpora
like GerManC for the time from the seventeenth to the eighteenth century, and it

4 www.deutschestextarchiv.de (last checked 26/01/2016).
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fills an important gap as it covers the nineteenth century, for which only sparse
corpus resources were available until recently. While the 2014 version of the DTA
which was used for the present study comprises texts from different areas and
different text types, it is a rather opportunistic corpus in that it is very large, but
quite unbalanced (note that the current version of the DTA has been considerably extended and is much more balanced). In particular, the amount of text
sampled for the different time periods that are covered by the corpus is heavily
skewed towards the later decades. In addition, the individual texts differ considerably in length. Therefore, a subset of the corpus was compiled, which will
be referred to as DTAbaby.5 The corpus was designed to be balanced for time
periods of 50 years and three different text types: fictional texts, scientific texts,
and so-called functional literature (Gebrauchsliteratur), which, in the DTA classification scheme, subsumes all kinds of non-fiction literature, not only guides
and companions, as the label would suggest, but also (auto)biographies and
even sermons. The fourth text type of the DTA classification scheme, viz. newspaper texts, is so heavily underrepresented that it was discarded entirely in
compiling the balanced subcorpus. In order to assemble DTAbaby, an algorithm
was used which, for each of the six fifty-year periods from 1600 to 1900,
randomly selects 15 texts with a minimum length of 4000 tokens. From each
text, a sample of 4000 consecutive words is extracted; again, the starting point
is determined randomly. Thus, we arrive at a balanced corpus comprising
916,786 tokens in 270 texts. The overlap with the GerManC corpus regarding
the covered time span allows for comparisons between the results from previous
research summarized above and the results of the corpus study reported on here.
Figure 1 gives an overview of the composition of DTA and DTAbaby.
The corpus was searched with CQP.6 In the corpus, 10,946 ung-nominals
were retrieved (after manual deletion of all false hits). Compounds were only
taken into account if the ung-nominal was the head of the compound, i.e. a
compound such as Bergerfahrung ‘mountain-experience’ was included in the
present analysis, while compounds like Erfahrungssache ‘matter of experience’
were disregarded. This decision was made both for practical and for conceptual
reasons. On the practical side, taking all compounds with ung-nominals as nonhead constituents into account would have entailed a much more cumbersome
process of manually checking the results and deleting false hits. Conceptually, it

5 This name is of course an allusion to the smaller and balanced version of the British National
Corpus, BNC-baby.
6 Cf. http://cwb.sourceforge.net/index.php (last checked 26/01/2016)
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Figure 1: Overview of the absolute token frequencies of DTA (left panel) and DTA baby (right
panel).

can be expected that productively coined ung-nominals will be more prone to
appear on their own or as heads of compounds rather than in non-head position.
The lemmatization of the individual types was checked manually. In particular, if ung-nominals occurred as last constituents of compounds, the last constituent was taken as the lemma. For instance, a compound like the aforementioned
Bergerfahrung ‘mountain-experience’ was lemmatized as Erfahrung ‘experience’.7
This is an important prerequisite for the calculation of potential productivity and
the cross-tabulation analysis reported on in the next section to be reliable.

4 Quantitative analysis
This section presents the results of quantitative analyses on the basis of the DTA
and DTAbaby data. Following a “mixed-methods” approach as advocated in e.g.
Fonteyn and Hartmann (2016), several different quantitative approaches are
combined. Such a mixed-methods approach follows straightforwardly from the
key insight of cognitive linguistics and Construction Grammar that language
7 Taking compounds into account could be seen as potentially problematic: As Krott et al.
(1999) have shown, the word-formation products of a specific pattern tend to be used more
often as input for another word-formation process as the pattern becomes less productive. This
suggests that the dynamics of productivity could differ between “simple” ung-nouns on the one
hand and compounds on the other. (Thanks to Harald Baayen for pointing this out to me.)
However, the number of compounds in the data is relatively small (809, amounting to 7% of the
data), and all results reported on in the present paper hold even if all compounds are omitted.
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users have rich and multi-faceted knowledge about linguistic signs (words and
constructions), and that these signs in turn form part of a complex network
(cf. e.g. Taylor 2012). As such, different methods can reveal different aspects of
what speakers know about a construction. In the case of ung-nominalization,
frequency and productivity measures, the analysis of interaction patterns, and
explorative association measures can reveal formal and semantic preferences
and constraints which characterize the construction under investigation.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 presents
frequency and productivity analyses, starting with basic measures of type and
token frequency as well as potential productivity based on the DTAbaby data,
then comparing different productivity models obtained using finite ZipfMandelbrot models. Section 4.2 analyzes the interaction between ung-nominals
and syntactic constructions, while Section 4.3 discusses whether collostructional
analysis (Stefanowitsch and Gries 2003) can be fruitfully applied for investigating the association between word-formation constructions and their
instantiations.

4.1 Frequency and productivity
The question of how productivity, i.e. the extensibility of a pattern to new cases
(cf. Booij 2012: 70), can be measured has been subject to considerable debate in
linguistic morphology (cf. e.g. Plag 1999; Bauer 2001). The main upshot of these
debates has been the insight that rather than relying on one measure of productivity exclusively, multiple variables should be taken into account and compared.
Baayen (2009) mentions a variety of measures for quantitatively assessing morphological productivity. Realized productivity measures the type frequency of a
pattern (cf. Hilpert 2013: 132). The measure of expanding productivity relates the
number of hapaxes belonging to the category in question to the total number of
hapaxes in the corpus. As such, it is “an estimate of the contribution of morphological category C to the growth rate of the total vocabulary.” (Baayen 2009: 902)
Finally, potential productivity relates the number of hapax legomena in a specific
category to the total number of tokens belonging to that category (cf. Baayen
2009: 906). As Baayen (1993: 189) points out, the number of hapaxes is seen as an
index for the likelihood of encountering neologisms – “the probability of encountering neologisms is measured indirectly by means of the probability of encountering hapaxes.” As a thoroughly balanced corpus, DTAbaby provides an ideal
situation for applying these measures. Table 1 provides a general overview of the
token and type frequencies as well as the number of hapax legomena belonging to
the construction in question in the corpus.
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Table 1: Overview of the corpus data.

Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
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(–)
(–)
(–)
(–)
(–)
(–)
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Hapax Legomena

























While not being a productivity measure itself, the token frequency of a pattern
should be taken into account as well. As, among others, Gaeta and Ricca (2006)
point out, the correct interpretation of productivity values partly depends on the
token frequencies of the individual patterns, which makes comparisons between
different word-formation constructions problematic if they differ considerably in
frequency: Given a highly frequent pattern H with many established instantiations and a low-frequency pattern L, both established and ad-hoc formations
coined according to L will enter a corpus of size n with a much smaller likelihood than instances of H. By contrast, in the case of H, the highly frequent
established instantiations will always outweigh any ad-hoc formations in measuring potential productivity. Taken together, these factors lead to “an overestimation of the values of P for the less frequent suffixes” (Gaeta and Ricca
2006: 63).
Like many other criticisms of or reservations against Baayen’s productivity
measures, these considerations have been brought forward with regard to comparisons between two different word-formation patterns in a synchronic perspective. However, they also apply for comparisons between productivity values
of one pattern at different points in time. For ung-nominalization, a significant
increase in token frequency can be detected in the DTAbaby corpus. Using
Kendall’s Tau, a rank-correlation coefficient which Hilpert and Gries (2009)
have suggested to be an appropriate measure for assessing frequency changes
in diachronic corpora, the diachronic change is identified as highly significant
(Kendall’s τ = 1, T = 15, p < 0.01). The type frequency (realized productivity) of
ung-nominalization experiences a significant increase as well (τ = 1, T = 15,
p < 0.01). Figure 2 plots these diachronic frequency developments.
Due to the significant differences in token frequency between the six fiftyyear periods, the caveats outlined above apply in assessing the potential productivity as well as the expanding productivity of ung-nominalization in the
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Figure 2: Token frequency (left panel) and type frequency (right panel) of ung-nominalization in
the DTAbaby corpus.

DTAbaby corpus. Still, these productivity measures suggest an interesting development (see Figure 3 below). The steep decrease in potential productivity up to
about 1800 is in line with Hartmann’s (2016) findings based on the GerManC
corpus (see Section 2 above). However, the nineteenth century sees an – albeit
very slight – increase in the potential productivity of the pattern. This is quite
surprising given that usually, when the number of tokens increases, potential

Figure 3: Potential productivity (left panel) and expanding productivity (right panel) of ungnominalization in the DTAbaby corpus.
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productivity tends to decrease. This might suggest that there are indeed some
new ung-formations that enter the language after the initial decline in productivity. We will return to this point below. First, however, let us address the
question of whether the apparent decline in productivity in the first two centuries reflects an actual trend or if it can just be attributed to the growing
number of tokens in the dataset.
In order to compensate for the overestimations mentioned above in measuring potential productivity, a Zipf-Mandelbrot model can be used to determine
the expected number of hapaxes for arbitrary sample sizes (cf. e.g. SchneiderWiejowski 2011).
Drawing on the DTA data, Baroni and Evert’s zipfR package (cf. Baroni and
Evert 2007) was used to obtain the type probability distributions. More precisely,
a finite Zipf-Mandelbrot (fZM) model was used, which makes use of the fact that
word frequency distributions obtained from random text have been found to be
strikingly similar to the distribution described by Zipf’s law (cf. Li 1992; Evert
2004), i.e. the observation that the frequency of words is inversely proportional
to their rank order (cf. Baayen 2001: 13–16). As Evert (2004) points out, Zipf’s law
is of a purely descriptive nature; the Zipf-Mandelbrot model (cf. e.g. Mandelbrot
1962), by contrast, is a population model. The mathematical formulation of the
Zipf-Mandelbrot law is given in (2).
πz =

C
ðz + bÞa

(2)

In (2), π z denotes the population probability of a word with the Zipf rank z, while C
is a normalizing constant that makes sure that the probabilities sum up to 1 (cf.
Baayen 2001: 14f.) a and b are the distribution parameters, whereby a modifies the
slope of the rank-frequency graph, while b introduces a downward curvature which
is especially useful for appropriately describing high-frequency ranks8 (cf. Baayen
2001: 101f.). Evert (2004) formulates the Zipf-Mandelbrot law in terms of a type
density function, which allows for calculating expected values of V (the total number
of different types) and Vm (types occurring m times) for a specific sample size N.
fZM models have been used in different ways in the morphological literature. In their demonstration of the zipfR package, for instance, Baroni and Evert
(2007) compare two Italian suffixes by extrapolating their frequencies to a
particular value of N (in this case, the N obtained for the more frequent suffix)
and comparing their potential productivities with the help of the estimated
numbers of V1 (i.e., hapax legomena). Schneider-Wiejowski (2011) takes a similar
approach, extrapolating, however, to an arbitrary value of 5000. Kempf (2016:
8 Note that Zipf’s law is a special case of (2) with b = 0.
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122) takes a different approach in her diachronic study of German adjectival
suffixation, calculating, for each suffix, the N value where V1 reaches a value < 1,
i.e. where virtually no hapaxes belonging to the word-formation pattern in
question are expected to be found in the corpus any more.
While the DTAbaby corpus is ideally suited for tasks that require equallysized subcorpora for each time period, the finite Zipf-Mandelbrot model provides
an estimate for larger corpus sizes. Therefore, the entire DTA can be used to
obtain productivity estimates using large number of rare event (LNRE) models.
In order to compare the hapax growth curves diachronically, the DTA, in which
altogether 1,713,147 ung-nouns (8400 types) were found,9 was divided into three
subcorpora, one for each century.
For the present fZM model, a more coarse-grained periodization of the
DTAbaby data as compared to the frequency and productivity calculations
reported on above was used. As mentioned above, the corpus was divided into
three time slices, one for each century. The extrapolated values were calculated
using the lnre() function from the zipfR package. Figure 4 shows the results.
As Figure 4 shows, the extrapolated hapax curves for the three centuries
suggest a somewhat different picture of the pattern’s productivity. While the
potential productivity calculation based on the DTAbaby data suggests a slight
increase in productivity throughout the nineteenth century, there is virtually no
difference between the extrapolated hapax growth curves for the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries in Figure 4. The curve for the seventeenth century, by
contrast, suggests a much higher degree of productivity, which is very much
in line with our expectations from previous research as reviewed above.
However, it should be noted that the goodness of fit of these models, as
measured by a multivariate chi-squared test, is rather suboptimal (seventeenth
century: χ2(13) = 208.06, p = 3e-37; eighteenth century: χ2(13) = 250.08, p = 6.17e46; nineteenth century: χ2(13) = 183.80, p = 2.85e-32).10 Baroni and Evert (2005)
point out that the goodness of fit is not necessarily a measure of extrapolation
quality.11 Nevertheless, the poor goodness of fit gives rise to the suspicion that
there will be a great deal of variance between different models fit to random
samples of the same data. In order to explicitly take this variance into account, a

9 As in the case of DTAbaby, the automatic lemmatization of the types was corrected manually.
Due to the large amount of types, however, it is possible that a negligible amount of false hits
has been overlooked.
10 In the evaluation of fZM models, low chi-squared statistics and high p-values indicate a high
goodness of fit (cf. Baroni and Evert 2014: 10).
11 Changing the model parameters or using a Generalized Inverse Gauss-Poisson model instead
of an fZM model yields similarly unsatisfactory results.
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Figure 4: Left: Number of hapaxes, extrapolated using a finite Zipf-Mandelbrot model. Right:
Extrapolated potential productivity for N = 5,000,000. The points/triangles/crosses show the
observed values.

bootstrapping approach was used. For each of the three periods, 100,000
attestations were randomly sampled, and a Zipf-Mandelbroot model was fit to
the data. This procedure was repeated 100 times.12 The left panel of Figure 5

Figure 5: Left panel: Hapax growth curves for random samples of 100,000 tokens per century.
Right panel: Extrapolated productivity for N = 500,000.
12 In order to keep the operation computationally simpler, the sample models were fit for a
maximum N of 500,000 (as opposed to 5,000,000 in the case of the fZM model fit to the full
dataset).
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shows the results. What appears, in the plot, as a thick dark-grey line consists of
100 individual lines that represent the fZM models fit to the seventeenth century
data. The same goes for the (partly overlapping) areas that appear in somewhat
lighter shades of grey which represent the 18th and nineteenth century data,
respectively. The black lines represent the average growth curve, obtained by
calculating the mean V1 for each N. The right panel shows the extrapolated
potential productivity for an arbitrary value of N = 500,000.
Note that the majority of models fit to the random samples suggest a steady
decline in potential productivity, which would indicate that the trend towards a
decline in productivity observed in earlier studies continues in the time span
covered by the DTA corpus. Despite the different productivity estimates across
different models, a strong decrease in productivity from the seventeenth to the
eighteenth century proves a highly robust finding that is also supported by earlier
studies on the basis of the GerManC corpus (Hartmann 2016). As for the development from the eighteenth to the nineteenth century, different models arrive at
different estimates. While in some models, the decrease continues, others estimate
a higher potential productivity for the nineteenth than for the eighteenth century,
which is also what we find in the DTAbaby data (see Figure 3 above). This might
suggest that some of the hapaxes in the later periods might actually be genuine
neologisms, while others may be words that are falling out of use (and some are of
course perfectly common and only identified as hapaxes by chance). The increase
in potential productivity in the DTAbaby data might also reflect a well-documented
boost in loanwords (so-called humanistischer Entlehnungsschub, see e.g. Schmidt
2007 and Hartmann 2018), many of which could be used as bases of ung-nominals.
In order to investigate the status of the hapaxes in more detail, a more
qualitatively-oriented method proposed by Kempf (2016) and Kempf and
Hartmann (forthc.) can be used. Given the availability of fairly large amounts
of language data in resources like the German Text Archive, but also
GoogleBooks and the Google n-gram database (the latter being a subset of the
former, see Michel et al. 2011), we might be able to arrive at a more accurate
estimate of a derivative’s age by looking up its first attestation in different
sources (including e.g. etymological dictionaries). This “comparative dating”
method – so called because different resources are taken into account and
different dates of first attestation are compared – still entails various problems,
as an aggregation of different available resources will necessarily be skewed
towards later periods. Applied to hapaxes, however, it might still offer a helpful
way of estimating how many of them are actually new coinages.
For the present study, a small sample of 50 hapaxes per century was taken
from the DTAbaby data, and their first attestation was looked up both in the
larger DTA (as of July 2017, i.e. including the newly added texts that are not yet
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incorporated in the DTA data used for the analyses reported on above) and in
GoogleBooks. Each hapax was annotated with the earlier of the two dates,
yielding the distribution shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: First attestation of DTA baby hapaxes in two larger databases.

At first glance, the results of the “comparative dating” analysis are quite unsurprising: While most of the hapaxes, throughout all periods, are actually attested
in periods that predate the first century covered by the DTA data, later coinages
successively “crawl” into the data, often with some delay. A closer look at the
hapaxes in which the century of attestation in the DTAbaby corpus and the
century of first attestation according to the “comparative dating” method coincide (Table 2) suggests that the earlier data contain more genuine “one-offs”,
while the later periods boast a number of new formations that prove highly
successful and continue to be used to this day, e.g. Dosierung ‘dosage’ or
Periodisierung ‘periodization’, both coined from loan verbs. Also, Abgrenzung
‘demarcation, delimitation’ is among the most frequent present-day ung-nominals and might have originated in the context of (partly successful) attempts to
replace loan words (like Latin definitio, which is equivalent to German
Abgrenzung) by native German formations.
Also note that many of the new formations are based on (phrasal) compound verbs, which is in line with the observation that diachronically, ungnominalization shows a strong tendency towards complex bases (cf. e.g. Demske
2000). From a construction grammar perspective, we can assume that the
preference for complex bases has become part of language users’ knowledge
about the [V-ung] construction (cf. Kempf and Hartmann forthc.).
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Table 2: Hapaxes whose first occurrence in the DTAbaby corpus coincides with their first
occurrence in GoogleBooks (GB) and/or the complete German Text Archive (DTA). The rightmost
column shows their last attestation in the aggregated reference and newspaper corpora available at www.dwds.de. (GoogleBooks was not used for querying the last attestations because
the database might contain reprints that suggest a much later dating than the actual date when
the text in question was produced.).
Lemma
Absendigung
Abstrahierung
Abtragung
Aufbehaltung
Auszahlung
Durchhechelung
Gemeinmachung
Gutwartung
Jahresfristung
Profitierung
Schränkung
Abhelfung
Ausstopfung
Befehlshabung
Dosierung
Hinaustreibung
Hinlenkung
Solemnisierung
Übersuchung
Überwallung
Abgrenzung
Buchführung
Neuschöpfung
Periodisierung
Traversierung
Überkünstelung
Überwächtung

Century

First attestation

























































Source
DTA
GB
DTA
DTA
GB
DTA
GB
both
DTA
DTA
DTA
GB
DTA
DTA
GB
GB
GB
both
DTA
DTA
GB
DTA
DTA
GB
GB
DTA
DTA

Last attestation




























In sum, while the pattern still shows some activity in later periods, the analyses
reported on above suggest that the seventeenth century was the decisive period
for the gradual decline of the word-formation pattern under investigation. While
the loss in productivity can consequently be considered a well-established fact,
its explanation requires a closer look at the corpus data. Perhaps most importantly, the interaction between ung-nominals and the constructions in which
they appear has to be taken into account.
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4.2 Interaction patterns
It is a key assumption of CxG that constructions at various levels of abstraction
interact with each other. Consider Taylor’s (Taylor 2012: 158f.) example of the
English adjective unmitigated, which appears to be strongly associated to a “bad
event” reading, even though it can, in principle, also occur with nouns like joy
or success. Its most frequent collocate by far, however, is disaster. Similarly,
Stefanowitsch and Gries (2003: 218f.) explain the negative connotation of what
they term the [N waiting to happen] construction with the fact that the noun
accident and similar words with negative connotation occur significantly more
often in the noun slot than would be expected by chance. In the domain of
morphology, it has been shown that affixes that used to be semantically neutral
can become pejorative as they are frequently combined with negativelyconnotated bases (Dammel 2011; Kempf 2016). In these cases, the interaction
between words and more abstract constructions, viz. morphological or syntactic
constructions, has a strong impact on the diachronic development and synchronic interpretation of the more abstract patterns. In the case of the [N waiting
to happen] construction, for instance, an utterance like There’s a wedding waiting
to happen, if not used in an ironic sense, will most likely be interpreted as
expressing a negative stance towards the wedding in question.
In the case of derivational morphology, these observations suggest that
thoroughly investigating the constructions in which word-formation products
appear can be highly informative in understanding the respective wordformation pattern. For ung-nominalization, several interaction patterns have
been discussed in the previous literature (especially Demske 2000) which,
taken together, suggest that the construction becomes more “nouny” over
time. For instance, Demske (2000) observes that in the ENHG period, nominals
in -ung are often used as prepositional complements without a determiner,
yielding very “verb-like” structures, many of which would be ungrammatical
in present-day German. Hartmann (2016) shows that the frequency of nominals
in -ung used as prepositional complements in this way decreases drastically
from the ENHG to the NHG period.
This [P NOM] construction, which also occurs with other nominalizations
such as nominalized infinitives as in nach Verlangen ‘upon demand’ or implicit
derivations as in aus Trieb ‘from (the) drive’ (cf. Hartmann 2016), is remarkable
in that it usually evokes a highly processual construal that is fairly untypical for
ung-nominals in present-day German.13 Consider the following examples:
13 By “processual / progressive construal”, I mean that the context suggests an interpretation
of the event unfolding over time, rather than referring to the event as a whole, with its
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(2)

allermaſſen der guͤnſtige Leſer in durchleſung gedachter Reyſe […] zu
erſehen haben wird.
‘as the interested reader will see in reading the aforementioned [lit.
thought-of] journey.’
(Hulsius, Schifffahrt, 1649, DTAbaby)

(3)

wie etwa David bei heimfuͤhrung der bundeslade mit aller macht tantzete
‘as David was dancing vigorously [lit. with all might] when taking home
the Ark of the Covenant.’
(Geier, Heinrich Schütz, 1672, DTAbaby)

The [P NOM] construction – whose instances in the corpus were identified
following the formal criteria defined by Hartmann (2016: 196–198)14 – can
encode simultaneity (as in the case of in and bei in the examples above),
anteriority (if a preposition like vor ‘before’ occurs in the P slot), posteriority
(e.g. in the case of nach ‘after’), or causality (in the case of wegen ‘because of/
due to’). All these readings require a fairly “verb-like” construal of the nominal.
As Vogel (2000: 269) points out, “deverbal nouns constitute a continuum with
regard to ‘nouniness’, which is why some are more ‘nouny’ and others are more
‘verby’.” Adopting Croft’s (2001: 87) universal-typological parts of speech model,
German nouns can be seen as prototypically denoting objects, which are defined
as non-relational, stative, and non-transitory, whereas German verbs prototypically denote processes, defined as relational, processual, and transitory. The
ung-nominals occurring in the [P NOM] construction tend to refer to dynamic
events which are processual (rather than stative) and transitory (rather than
permanent). In addition, they tend to make the relationality exhibited by the
base verb transparent by encoding what would be the (obligatory) direct object
of the verb in a genitival complement, e.g. in durchleſung gedachter Reyſe in (3)
above. This has already been shown for data from the GerManC corpus
(cf. Hartmann 2016). In the DTAbaby data, ung-nominals in a [P NOM]
boundaries “in view”, as is arguably the case for present-day German Lesung ‘(public) reading’
or Vorlesung ‘lecture’. For a more in-depth discussion of the aspectual construal of ungnominals, cf. e.g. Ehrich and Rapp (2000), Hartmann (2014, 2016).
14 Specifically, these criteria are: a) The PP is an independent element that is, in principle,
omissible. For instance, the sentence in (3) would still be grammatical if in durchleſung
gedachter Reyſe would be left out. b) The ung-nominal must be in the singular and must not
be accompanied by a determiner. c) If it is clear from the context that the ung-nominal is
lexicalized and shows an object reading, the PP is not considered an instance of the [P NOM]
construction, e.g. in koͤniglicher Kleidung ‘in royal clothing’ (Opitz, Barclaÿens Argenis, 1626,
DTAbaby).
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construction also occur with a genitival complement significantly more often
than other ung-nominals (χ2(1) = 642.8, p < 0.001), even though the effect size is
rather small (ϕ = 0.24).
The observation that this construction seems to have fallen out of use, apart
from a few relics that preferentially appear in more formal text types (cf. Demske
2000: 397), ties in with the hypothesis that ung-nominals tend to become
“nounier” over time. The DTAbaby data also bear witness to the decline of this
construction, which becomes significantly less frequent (Kendall’s τ = −1, T = 0,
p < 0.01), as shown in Figure 6.
Another tendency that can be interpreted in terms of increasing “nouniness”
is the observation that ung-nominals tend to occur ever more frequently with a
determiner. Langacker (e.g. 1991, 2004) describes determiners as grounding
elements, relating a discourse referent to the speech event, its participants,
and the immediate context. More specifically, grounding pertains to whether
an instance of a type, or a set of instances, is uniquely apparent to both the
speaker and the hearer (cf. Langacker 1991: 53). Note that nominal grounding –
at least to a certain degree – always entails a count-noun construal (cf. Vogel
1996: 131; Smirnova and Mortelmans 2010: 113). Vogel (1996: 115) mentions the
example of beauty, which refers to an abstract property, while a beauty refers to
one specific entity characterized by that property.15 While the term is more massnoun-like if referring to a property, its meaning shifts towards a much more
concrete reading if a determiner is used. Likewise, in the case of ung-nominals, a
great variety of different meaning variants can be distinguished, some of which
are much more nuanced than the distinction between beauty and a beauty. For
instance, Dämmerung ‘dusk/dawn/twilight’ in (5) describes an abstract state.
Taking up Croft’s aforementioned properties characterizing prototypical objects
and events, it describes something that is stative and non-transitory. The state
described here can be interpreted as inherently relational in that the phrase tiefe
Dämmerung ‘deep twilight’ ascribes a property to a specific setting/location
(Draußen auf der Straße ‘Outside on the street’). It is used for predication, i.e.
specifying “what the speaker intends to say about what he is talking about (the
referent)” (Croft 1991: 52; emphasis original). This function is traditionally associated with verbs (cf. ibid.), and tellingly, (5) could easily be paraphrased using a
verb: Draußen auf der Straße dämmerte es. In (6), by contrast, Dämmerung
appears in a more reified reading variant, referring to one specific instance of

15 With a definite determiner, beauty of course also refers to an abstract property. However, the
beauty (of sth.) of course singles out one specific instance of this property and can therefore also
be considered more concrete and more count-noun-like than its counterpart without any
determiner.
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a type (cf. Langacker 2004). Even though the term is used metaphorically here,
referring to a pre-enlightenment way of thinking that allegedly mixes up fact
and fiction, it can thus be considered more count-noun-like and hence more
concrete than its counterpart in (5).
(4)

Draußen auf der Straße war es tiefe Dämmerung.
‘Outside on the street, there was deep twilight.’
(Storm, Immensee, 1852, DTAbaby)

(5)

Wir ſind aus dieſer Daͤmmerung hinaus, und wollen durchaus Maͤhrchen
als Maͤhrchen, Geſchichte als Geſchichte leſen.
‘We are out of this twilight, and we are willing to read fairy tales as fairly
tales, history as history.’
(Herder, Humanität, 1796, DTAbaby)

Similar considerations apply to other ung-nominals as well. It has already been
shown that the relative frequency of ung-nominals with a determiner increases
significantly from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century (Hartmann 2016). The
DTAbaby data confirm this observation and show that the use of ung-nominals
with determiners – which, following Thielmann’s (2007) definition, include definite and indefinite articles, demonstratives, prenominal genitives, and personal
pronouns – still experiences a slight increase throughout the nineteenth century.
Overall, the increase in the DTAbaby data, shown in the left panel of Figure 7,
proves to be slight, but steady (Kendall’s τ = 1, T = 15, p < 0.01). The development is
a bit less clearly unidirectional in the case of pluralization, which can be considered another diagnostic for the shift towards a more “nouny” construal of ungnominals (cf. e.g. Vogel 1996: 115; Demske 2000; Hartmann 2016). As Langacker
(2008: 130) points out, “[o]nly a count noun can be pluralized.” Thus, pluralization by necessity entails a reading that conceptualizes the referent as a group of
individuated entities rather than a mass. This goes for concrete mass nouns like
wine (I tasted two wines, one from France and one from South Africa) but also for
abstract nouns like the ung-nominal Hoffnung ‘hope’, which, in (7), refers to
several distinct things the country has been hoping for.
(6)

die schönsten Hoffnungen des Landes waren erfüllt
‘the most beautiful hopes of the country were fulfilled’
(Pahl, Geheimnisse, 1799, DTAbaby)

As the right panel of Figure 8 shows, the use of pluralized ung-nominals
experiences a steep increase from the early seventeenth to the mid-eighteenth
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Figure 7: Relative frequency of ung-nominals in [PREP NOM] constructions in relation to the
total number of ung-nominals in the respective corpus period.

Figure 8: Relative frequency of ung-nominals with a determiner (left panel) and of pluralized
ung-nominals (right panel) in relation to the total number of ung-nominals in the respective
corpus period.
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century. During the nineteenth century, the relative frequency of pluralized ungnominals drops slightly. All in all, however, the development of pluralization is
in line with previous observations as well, and like the increase in the use of
determiners, it lends further support to the idea of an increasing “nouniness” of
ung-nominals.
Another aspect that has been discussed in connection with the “nouniness”
or “verbiness” of ung-nominals and other nominalizations is the use of genitival
complements. According to Vogel (1996: 130), genitival complements are characteristic of “nominalizations proper”, as they can incorporate the subject or –
perhaps more importantly – the object of the verb phrase, e.g. x zerstört die Stadt
‘x destroys the city’ > die Zerstörung der Stadt ‘the destruction of the city’. Taking
up Croft’s aforementioned properties of prototypical nouns and verbs once
again, one could say that in such cases, the relationality of the verb carries
over to the nominal (cf. Knobloch 2002: 353). Of course, not all genitives encode
a subject or object argument. Especially in the case of possessive pronouns
(which are functionally equivalent to prenominal genitives), the genitive frequently has to be interpreted in a possessive sense. However, in the DTAbaby
data, even possessive pronouns often encode the subject argument of the
corresponding verb phrase, as in (8), or its direct object, as in (9).
(7)

[sie] hielten ihm auch ſeine nachlaͤſſige Regierung fuͤr
‘they also held his negligent governance against him’
(Lohenstein, Ibrahim Sultan, 1673, DTA baby)

(8)

du wirſt/durch ihre Belobung/dich bey uns belobt machen.
‘you will, by her prasing [i.e. by praising her], make yourself praised by us.’
(von Birken, Gesprächspiel-Gesellschaft, 1815, DTA baby)

In many contexts, however, the different types of genitive cannot be easily told
apart. For example, (9) is ambiguous between a so-called genitivus subiectivus
and a genitivus objectivus, and the larger context has to be taken into account to
determine that the possessive pronoun encodes the object, not the subject, of the
corresponding verb phrase (as the addressee is about to sing a song praising a
beautiful woman). The use of genitives has therefore been annotated in purely
formal terms in the DTAbaby data, i.e. distinguishing between prenominal and
postnominal usages (and a few instances in which both a prenominal and a
postnominal genitive are used). Figure 9 shows that the use of genitival complements with ung-nominals decreases significantly in the DTA baby period
(Kendall’s τ = −0.87, T = 1, p < 0.05).
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Figure 9: Relative frequency of ung-nominals with a genitival complement in relation to the total
number of ung-nominals in the respective corpus period. “both” represents the few cases in
which an ung-nominal occurs with both a prenominal and a postnominal genitive. The curve
labeled “all” represents the sum of the three other curves.

Unsurprisingly, prenominal genitives suffer the most significant decrease – in
fact, the downward curve would be much steeper without the data for possessive
pronouns and proper names. Throughout the Early New High German period
and the early stages of the New High German period, the default position of the
genitive in German has gradually shifted from prenominal to postnominal
(cf. Nübling et al. 2013: 107–110). In present-day German, the prenominal genitive is largely restricted to proper names and possessive pronouns. The declining
use of ung-nominals with a prenominal genitive is not made up for by an
increasing use of postnominal genitives, however, even though the relative
frequency of postnominal genitives increases slightly in the mid-eighteenth
century. All in all, the use of genitives decreases, which points to an increase
in “non-relational” uses of ung-formations.
However, it should be pointed out that the “relationality” expressed with the
help of genitival complements can also be expressed differently: The subject or
object of the verb can also be expressed as first constituent of a compound. (10)
shows how the patient argument of the nominal Einpfropfung ‘grafting’ is
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expressed once in a genitival complement and once as first constituent of a
compound.
(9)

Auch ist es mir unbegreiflich, wie Haller die sogenannte Einpfropfung
der Blutgefäße des Hünchens in die Gefäße des Dotters so allgemein, und
als ungereimt verwerfen konnte, da doch Er selbst bey der Verbindung des
menschlichen Eyes mit der schwangern Gebährmutter, eine vollkommen
ähnliche Gefäßeinpfropfung vertheidigte.
‘Also, I cannot understand how Haller can reject the so-called grafting
of the chicken’s blood vessels in the vessels of the yolk so generally as
inconsistent, given that he himself defended a perfectly similar grafting of
vessels regarding the connection of the human egg with the pregnant
uterus.’
(Bodmer, Sammlung, 1742)

Arguably, however, the N + N compound entails a less processual construal than
the use of the genitival complement, partly as it seems to summarize the event as
a whole to a higher degree than adding the patient in the genitive. Also, note that
the syntactic option allows for a more detailed description of the process:
Although a massive compound like die Blutgefäße-des-Hühnchens-in-die-Gefäßedes-Dotters-Einpropfung ‘the-chicken’s-blood-vessels-into-the-yolk-grafting’ would
not be entirely impossible, it is highly unlikely to be actually used, be it in
present-day German or in earlier stages of (New High) German.
In sum, the DTAbaby data are in line with the assumption that wordformation products in -ung become “nounier” over time, which is reflected in
a variety of changing usage patterns. If we assume an interaction between
constructions and their instantiations, it seems reasonable to expect that the
changing use of ung-nominals, i.e. concrete instances of the pattern, also has
ramifications for the word-formation pattern itself. Thus, for understanding the
word-formation pattern, it seems pivotal to take a closer look at these interaction
patterns. The next section deals with the question of how they can be
approached empirically.

4.3 Collostructional analysis as a diagnostic for lexical
strength
While the frequency and productivity measures reported on above can give
insights into the development of the pattern as a whole, they do not take the
relationship between the construction and the actual constructs, i.e. its
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instantiations, into account. However, in order to grasp the semantics of a wordformation pattern, it is essential to take a look at the bases it takes. To this end,
collostructional analysis can be used. Collostructional analysis has become a
cover term for a family of cross-tabulation methods (cf. Stefanowitsch 2013 for a
recent overview). In order to investigate the relationship between word-class
changing derivation patterns and their bases, morphological cross-tabulation
analysis (Hartmann 2014c) can be used, which adapts the basic logic of simple
collexeme analysis (Stefanowitsch and Gries 2003). Four values are needed as
input for morphological cross-tabulation analysis: a) the token frequency of a
specific instance w of a word-formation pattern W; b) the frequency of its base b
in its original word class B; c) the frequency of all other instances of wordformation pattern W; d) all other instances of word class B. Then, a crosstabulation test is performed over this 2 × 2 matrix. While the Fisher Exact test
is the most widely-used method for this puropose (cf. Flach 2015: 241), I follow
e.g. Wulff (2006), Ebensgaard-Jensen (2013), and Flach (2015) in using the
log-likelihood ratio score instead (Dunning 1993). This allows for a more
fine-grained ranking (cf. Ebensgaard-Jensen 2013: 167) and avoids infinite or 0
values in the case of large samples (cf. Wulff 2006; Flach 2015).16 In order to
allow for a more intuitive interpretation, the sign was set to reflect the direction
of association by negativizing the log-likelihood ratio values when the observed
frequency is smaller than the expected one (cf. Hilpert 2006: 247; Levshina 2015:
232). The analysis was performed using R (R Core Team 2015) and snippets of
code from Gries (2007) and Flach (2016).
Table 3 reports the results of three morphological cross-tabulation analyses
on the basis of the DTAbaby data for ung-nominalization (one for each century).
For each of the three time slices, the top 20 attracted and repelled items are
reported.
The results reported in Table 3 are very much in line with those obtained in
a morphological cross-tabulation analysis on the basis of data from the GerManC
corpus (cf. Hartmann 2014c). A main finding of that study was that strongly
lexicalized ung-nominals tend to be identified as significantly attracted to the
word-formation pattern. Ad-hoc formations and derivatives that are about to fall
out of use at the time covered by the corpus, by contrast, tend to be identified as
repelled collexemes. The same goes for the DTAbaby data, even though the
results of morphological cross-tabulation analysis have to be regarded with
some caution as the high frequency of individual ung-nominals or the low
frequency of their corresponding base verbs (or vice versa) might in some
cases be corpus artefacts. For example, Entscheidung ‘decision’ is significantly
16 For a comparison of different association measures, see Wiechmann (2008).
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Table 3: Results of morphological cross-tabulation analysis for ung-nominalization in the
DTAbaby corpus. For each century, only the top 20 attracted and repelled collexemes are
displayed.
Attracted
Lemma

Seventeenth century

Ordnung ‘order’



















Meinung
‘opinion’
Hoffnung ‘hope’
Regierung
‘government’
Wirkung ‘effect’
Verwaltung
‘administration’
Veränderung
‘change’
Anmerkung
‘remark’
Anfechtung
‘challenge/
appeal’
Erfindung
‘invention’
Erklärung
‘explanation’
Anleitung
‘instruction’
Verwunderung
‘wonderment’
Wohnung ‘flat’
Verfassung
‘constitution’
Rüstung ‘armor’
Rechnung
‘calculation/bill’
Kleidung
‘clothing’

Repelled
Freq.
(obs.)

Freq.
(exp.)

log(p)



.

−.



.

−.



.

−.



.

−.




.
.

−.
−.

. Erkennung
‘recognition’
. Legung ‘laying’



.

−.



.

−.

. Weisung
‘instruction’



.

−.

.

. Ehrung ‘honor’



.

−.



.

. Stellung ‘position’



.

−.



.



.

−.



.



.

−.




.
.




.
.

−.
−.




.
.

. Erweisung
‘bestowing’
. Annehmung
‘acceptance’
. Ansehung ‘regard’
. Erlangung ‘gaining/
obtaining’
. Richtung ‘direction’
. Lesung ‘reading’




.
.

−.
−.



.

. Begebung ‘incident’



.

−.

Freq.
(obs.)

Freq.
(exp.)



.



.



.



.




.
.



.



.







LogLik Lemma

. Haltung ‘holding/
attitude/posture’
. Bringung ‘bringing’
. Nennung
‘mentioning’
. Schreibung
‘writing’
. Ziehung ‘drawing’
. Führung ‘leading’

(continued )
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Table 3: (continued )
Attracted
Lemma




Beschreibung
‘description’
Auferziehung
‘education’

Freq.
(obs.)

Freq.
(exp.)



.



.

Repelled
Freq.
(obs.)

Freq.
(exp.)

log(p)

. Befindung ‘finding’



.

−.

. Begreifung
‘grasping’



.

−.

LogLik Lemma

Eighteenth century

Handlung
‘action/shop’

Wirkung ‘effect’



.

. Findung ‘finding’



.

−.



.



.

−.




Ordnung ‘order’
Gleichung
‘equation’
Meinung
‘opinion’
Gattung ‘species’




.
.

. Haltung ‘holding/
posture/attitude’
. Zeigung ‘showing’
. Führung ‘guidance’




.
.

−.
−.



.



.

−.



.



.

−.

Veränderung
‘change’
Bewegung
‘movement’
Sammlung
‘collection’
Neigung
‘inclination’
Schöpfung
‘creation’
Erfahrung
‘experience’
Rechnung
‘calculation/bill’
Hoffnung ‘hope’
Verfassung
‘constitution’
Anmerkung
‘remark’
Empfindung
‘sentiment’
Verzweiflung
‘despair’



.

. Bestehung
‘standing (trans.)’
. Erkennung
‘recognition’
. Lesung ‘reading’



.

−.



.



.

−.



.



.

−.



.

. Unterscheidung
‘distinction’
. Entstehung
‘evolution’
. Tretung ‘kicking’



.

−.



.



.

−.



.



.

−.



.



.

−.




.
.




.


−.
−.



.

. Bekennung
‘confession’
. Verlassung
‘leaving’
. Befindung
‘determining’
. Teilung ‘division’
. Begegnung
‘encounter’
 Stellung ‘position’



.

−.



.

. Anführung ‘leading’



.

−.



.

. Erweckung
‘awakening’



.

−.
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Table 3: (continued )
Attracted
Lemma

Freq.
(obs.)

Freq.
(exp.)



.



.



.



.



.



.



.



.



.



Beobachtung
‘observation’
Verhandlung
‘negotiation’
Wirkung ‘effect’



.



Dichtung ‘poetry’



.



Regierung
‘government’
Entwicklung
‘development’
Bedeutung
‘meaning’
Vorstellung
‘imagination’
Anwendung
‘application’
Verbindung
‘connection’
Entscheidung
‘decision’



.



.



.



.



.



.



.




Ausschweifung
‘digression’
Übersetzung
‘translation’

Nineteenth century

Bewegung
‘movement’

Bedingung
‘condition’

Beziehung
‘relationship’

Untersuchung
‘examination’

Ordnung ‘order’










Repelled
Freq.
(obs.)

Freq.
(exp.)

log(p)



.

−.



.

−.

. Findung ‘finding’



.

−.

. Sonderung
‘separation’
. Führung ‘guidance’



.

−.



.

−.

. Haltung ‘holding/
posture/attitude’
. Erhaltung
‘preservation’
. Erkennung
‘recognition’
. Sitzung ‘session’



.

−.



.

−.



.

−.



.

−.

. Gewinnung
‘winning/
extraction’
. Annehmung
‘acceptance’
. Ergebung
‘submission’
. Schaffung
‘creation’
. Hebung ‘holding/
lifting’
. Beweisung ‘proof’



.

−.



.

−.



.

−.



.

−.



.

−.



.

−.



.

−.



.

−.



.

−.

LogLik Lemma

. Verderbung
‘tainting’
. Bezahlung
‘payment’

. Bewahrung
‘preservation’
. Erreichung
‘reaching’
. Aufnehmung
‘admitting’

(continued )
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Table 3: (continued )
Attracted
Lemma






Richtung
‘direction’
Einbiegung
‘bend’
Lösung ‘solution’
Empfindung
‘sensation’

Freq.
(obs.)

Freq.
(exp.)



.



.



.



.

LogLik Lemma

. Verschließung
‘locking’
. Empfehlung
‘recommendation’
. Versuchung
‘temptation’
. Geltung ‘validity’

Repelled
Freq.
(obs.)

Freq.
(exp.)

log(p)



.

−.



.

−.



.

−.



.

−.

more frequent than its base verb in the nineteenth century. However, this is
mainly due to its high frequency in one legal text, the “Civilprozessordnung”
(‘civil procedure rules’) of the city of Berlin (1877). Conversely, the observation
that gewinnen ‘win’ (also: ‘extract’) is significantly more frequent than the
corresponding ung-nominal in the nineteenth century can partly be attributed
to the fact that the DTAbaby corpus contains a chess manual (“Lehrbuch des
Schachspiels”, Halle 1856), in which gewinnen, for obvious reasons, occurs more
frequently than in any other text in the corpus. This entails that if we can
interpret the results of morphological cross-tabulation analysis in terms of the
lexical strength of the items under investigation, we have to keep some potential
confounding factors in mind.
Despite such skews in the distribution of the individual lexemes that call for
caution in the interpretation of the cross-tabulation results, this method can
provide interesting clues regarding the lexical strength of the individual nominals. Lexical strength refers to the degree of independence between a wordformation product and the schema from which it is derived. According to Bybee
(1995: 428),
[w]ords with high lexical strength are easy to access, serve as the bases of morphological
relations and exhibit an autonomy that makes them resistant to change and prone to
semantic independence.

Bybee (ibid.) sees token frequency as the main determinant of lexical strength.
Conversely, she sees the strength of a schema as “based directly on its type
frequency” (Bybee 1995: 430). As Taylor (2002: 277) puts it,
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a. High token frequency of an instance entrenches the instance and weakens (or at least,
does not strengthen) the schema.
b. High type frequency of the instances entrenches the schema and weakens (or at least
does not strengthen) the instances.

These ideas are highly compatible with the conceptualization of grammar as
“a dynamic system of emergent categories and flexible constraints” (Diessel
2015: 296), which is constitutive of most strands of construction grammar as
well as other usage-based approaches. In CxG terms, ung-nominalization can be
conceived of as a construction which is connected to its instances by means of
so-called inheritance links (cf. Goldberg 1995; Hilpert 2014). As soon as a new
instance is coined, however, it is subject to constructionalization (Traugott and
Trousdale 2013). This assumption follows straightforwardly from a usage-based
view which holds that “[e]very usage event has some impact (even if very minor)
on the structure of the categories it invokes.” (Langacker 1987: 376) As soon as a
word-formation product is used, it has the potential to be stored as a sign in its
own right – hence: an independent form-meaning pair, a construction.17
Extending the network metaphor that is key to usage-based CxG (cf. Diessel
2015), one could say that in such cases, the link between the instance and its
superordinate construction becomes weaker. Morphological cross-tabulation
analysis, then, provides a tool for quantitatively assessing important aspects of
the association strength between an individual instance and the corresponding
derivational pattern. However, it should be kept in mind that there are almost
certainly many more factors that have an impact on the development of a wordformation product and on the degree to which it is associated with its superordinate construction (hence, strengthens the corresponding schema). Before
discussing the limitations of the method in more detail, however, let us take a
closer look at the results in Table 3 and discuss what they can tell us about the
development both of the individual instances and of ung-nominalization in
general.
First of all, note that many of the most strongly attracted or repelled
collexemes recur across all three time periods. However, an interesting pattern
of change can be detected on closer inspection of the top repelled collexemes.
The seventeenth century data contain many derivatives based on simplex verbs,
17 Note that not all construction grammarians agree that words can be considered constructions. For instance, Stefanowitsch (2009: 569) reserves the term “construction” for complex
grammatical patterns with non-compositional properties, while Dąbrowska (2009: 217) argues
that only relational words such as verbs are to be considered constructions. I follow Croft
(2001: 17) in regarding constructions as a uniform representation of all kinds of structures from
lexical items to highly abstract syntactic patterns.
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e.g. Bringung ‘bringing’, Legung ‘laying’, Lesung ‘reading’. (10) exemplifies the
use of Legung in a context where a nominalized infinitive would be preferred in
present-day German, even though Legung is occasionally still used in similar
contexts.18 Lesung, by contrast, is fairly frequent in present-day German but can
only be used in the lexicalized meaning of ‘public reading, reading event’. In the
DTAbaby data, however, the “verby” processual reading exemplified in (11) is
the default use of the nominal. Thus, the fact that these items are identified as
repelled might bear witness to their falling out of use (even though Lesung is
“rescued” later on in the lexicalized reading).
(10) Man hat aber in legung deß Oſtertags mit keinem andern Voll Mond zu
thun/als mit dem jenigen/der in den Gleichtag fellet ‘In determining the
day of Easter, one has to do with no other full moon than the one that
coincides with the equinox’ (Crüger, Cupediæ Astrosophicæ, 1631,
DTAbaby)
(11)

Jch muß bekennen/ich habe nach Leſung dieſes ſeines Buchs am erſten
rechtſchaffene Gelegenheit bekommen/die Sache ein wenig reiffer zu uͤberlegen ‘I have to confess that I only had the opportunity to think a bit more
carefully about the issue after reading [of] his book.’ (Thomasius,
Außübung der Vernunfft, 1691, DTAbaby)

In the second and third time period, many more complex ung-nominals can be
found, derived from prefixed or particle verbs (e.g. Verlassung ‘leaving/departure’, Annehmung ‘acceptance’). This might indicate that in the later periods,
ad-hoc formations are more likely to be derived from complex verbs, which is
in line with the observation that in present-day German, prefixed and particle
verbs are more eligible as bases for ung-formations than simplex verbs (cf.
Demske 2000: 368). Regarding the meaning of the individual word-formation
products, it is striking that many of the repelled collexemes actually belong to
the semantic classes that Demske (2000: 369), based on a host of previous
literature, has identified as ineligible for ung-nominalization in present-day
German, namely verbs with durative aktionsart (cf. Ansehung < ansehen ‘to
look at’) and inchoative verbs (cf. Erweckung < erwecken ‘awaken’,

18 For instance, there is one attestation for Legung der Brände ‘setting the fires’ from a 2006
issue of the newspaper “Die Zeit” in the German Reference Corpus (DeReKo; Z06/MAR.00092).
The overall frequency of Legung, however, is marginal, with only 26 hits in the DeReKo and 27
hits in the DWDS Core Corpus of the twentieth century, most of which date to the first three
decades of the century.
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Erreichung < erreichen ‘to reach’). In addition, she mentions change-of-possession verbs which do not occur among the repelled collexemes of the DTAbaby
data but are attested in the larger DTA corpus, e.g. Nehmung ‘taking’,
Verkaufung ‘selling’. This observation corroborates the hypothesis that these
constraints are just emerging during the period covered by the DTA corpus. It
has to be added that these constraints are not absolute in present-day German.
For example, Erweckung is still perfectly grammatical. All in all, however, the
constraints posited by Demske seem to capture the general tendencies in
present-day German quite well. In addition, it should be pointed out that the
“repelled” items are not in all cases word-formation products that are falling
out of use. Instead, ad-hoc formations can also be identified as repelled items.
Also, the confounding factors discussed above of course apply to the repelled
items as well. As for Ansehung and Befindung, for instance, which are among
the repelled collexemes in the earlier periods but do not occur in the nineteenth century data, it should be noted that they almost exclusively occur as
parts of constructional idioms that are falling out of use in the period covered
by the corpus. Both in the GerManC data reported on in Hartmann (2014c) and
in the DTAbaby data, Befindung exclusively occurs in the constructional idiom
nach Befindung (roughly: ‘after judging’), as in (13). Likewise, Ansehung is
strongly tied to in Ansehung ‘with regard to’, which is gradually replaced by
its equivalent in Anbetracht.
(12) ſo pflegt der Richter nach Befindung der Umſtaͤnden die Schwerdt-Straff
oder nur ein Leibs-Straff aufzulegen
‘so the judge, after assessing the circumstances, inflicts punishment by
sword or only corporal punishment.’
(Mutach, Substantzlicher Vnderricht, 1709, DTAbaby)
(13) und ein so grosser Herr, wie unser gnädigster Herzog ist, soll sich in
Ansehung des Hofglanzes von diesen kleinen übertreffen lassen, und
sich in einem ewigen Kraise von Pöbel herumdrehen?
‘and such a great lord as our gracious duke is, is supposed to be surpassed
by these little ones with regard to the courtly glamour, and to spin around
in an eternal circle of the mob?’
(Käsebohrer, Libell, 1797, DTA baby)
These observations point to the multidimensionality and complexity of the
dynamics involved in constructionalization and constructional change.
Constructionalization does not only seize individual words but also larger units.
This is of course an aspect that morphological cross-tabulation analysis – at least
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in the way it is applied here – cannot capture. If we take the idea seriously that
constructional change can only be fully understood by taking a schema-based
perspective, this raises the question, in each individual case, at what level of
abstraction a process of change is taking place. For example, the observation that
Ansehung is identified as a repelled collexeme in the earlier periods might be
misinterpreted as an indicator that the constraint against durative bases is not yet
in effect in the seventeenth century. If we know about the existence of the
constructional idiom in Ansehung, which used to be relatively frequent in the
Early New High German period, we can realize that Ansehung is not an ad-hoc
formation, as its identification as repelled collexeme might wrongly suggest, but
rather part of a lexicalized structure that is falling out of use.
More generally speaking, one important limitation of morphological crosstabulation analysis is that it cannot take context into account, which, apart
from mere frequency, can be considered an important factor in lexicalization
and constructionalization. Every usage event is tied to specific contexts, both
linguistic and non-linguistic. For example, repeated use in a specific set of
semantically similar contexts can trigger the emergence of specific noncompositional meaning variants, while repeated use in the same context can
lead to the fixation of multi-word patterns through chunking (cf. e.g. Bybee
2010: 7; Traugott and Trousdale 2013: 123). Taking the interaction patterns
discussed in Section 4.2 above into account can partly make up for these
limitations and help us find the right level of abstraction at which a constructionalization pattern or a pattern of constructional change can be detected. In
the case of the [P NOM] construction, for instance, the development of the
syntactic pattern can be seen as interacting with the development of the wordformation pattern. Many processual uses of ung-nominals are tied to this
syntactic pattern. Thus, the question emerges if it is actually the word-formation pattern of ung-nominalization that is productively used to coin highly
processual nominals or if it is rather the [P V-ung] construction that productively generates linguistic units with a highly progressive reading. From a
constructionist point of view, however, these alternatives do not exclude
each other. Instead, language users’ knowledge about the [P NOM] construction is shaped by the nominals occurring in the noun slot just as their knowledge about ung-nominalization is partly shaped by the constructions in which
word-formation products in -ung appear.
Summing up, then, the different methods discussed in this section have
shed light on various aspects of ung-nominalization. The productivity measures
have corroborated the finding that the potential of ung-nominalization to coin
new words decreases over time, while the analysis of interaction patterns has
revealed that the semantics of ung-nominals shifts towards a more “nouny”
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construal. Finally, the morphological cross-tabulation analysis could corroborate some of the observations put forward in earlier research with regard to the
changing selectional preferences of ung-nominalization (inclination to take complex base verbs; ung-nominals derived from certain verb classes falling out of
use). Taken together, these findings allow for a coherent interpretation of the
pattern’s development which can also feed back into a general cognitive-linguistic theory of morphology and morphological change, as will be discussed in
the next section.

5 Discussion and conclusion
The previous sections have offered a fairly in-depth analysis of one specific
word-formation pattern and its diachronic development. This section sums up
the results and connects them to current lines of discussion in (diachronic)
construction grammar. I will argue that the network metaphor that is key to
cognitive and usage-based linguistics can offer a unified account of wordformation change and other types of constructional changes. More specifically,
Bybee’s (e.g. 1995) notions of lexical strength and schema strength can be
operationalized to model the cyclic relationship between instance and generalization that drives constructional change.
As outlined in the course of this paper, ung-nominalization in present-day
German is subject to a variety of constraints which different researchers have
struggled to explain from more formally-oriented perspectives (e.g. lexicalist and
transformationalist approaches in the generative tradition, cf. Römer 1987;
decompositional semantics, cf. Ehrich and Rapp 2000; discourse representation
theory, cf. Roßdeutscher and Kamp 2010). A usage-based approach to wordformation and word-formation change can offer a fairly straightforward explanation of the present-day situation and the diachronic developments that gave
rise to it.
The data from DTA and DTAbaby show that ung-nominals tend to occur less
frequently in contexts that require a “verby”, i.e. relational and processual,
construal of the word-formation product and more frequently in contexts that
entail a “nouny” construal. In these latter cases, the nominal denotes a fairly
individuated, albeit often abstract, entity: for example, Lesung ‘reading’ or
Veranstaltung ‘event’ refer to single events with clear boundaries in space and
time, rather than processes. Thus, the meaning of these nominals is shifted
towards the prototypical meaning of nouns, which tend to denote objects, which
in turn are characterized by non-relationality and stativity. Cases like Heizung
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‘heating installation’ or Kupplung ‘gearshift’ even denote what Langacker (2004)
calls the “conceptual archetype” of nouns, namely physical objects.
On the instantiation level, i.e. on the level of the individual word-formation
product, ung-nominals tend to emancipate themselves from their superordinate
construction. Using Bybee’s (1995) terms of lexical strength and schema
strength, they exhibit a high degree of lexical strengh – also because of their
high frequency –, but they do not strengthen the schema, i.e. ung-nominalization. The lexicalization of many different ung-nominals and the subsequent lack
of strengthening of the schema might be one reason for the declining productivity of the pattern, which is also mirrored by the fact that some less frequent
formations fall out of use and must be considered marked or ungrammatical in
present-day German.
While the usage-based approach to word-formation change outlined in this
paper is highly compatible with recent work in diachronic construction grammar
(e.g. Traugott and Trousdale 2013), the notions of lexical strength and schema
strength require a much more gradualistic view of constructions than is usually
adopted in constructionist approaches. As Hilpert (forthc.) points out, it is hard
to decide when exactly the line between constructional change, i.e. the change
of some internal dimension(s) of a construction, and constructionalization, i.e.
the emergence of a new construction, is crossed. Schmid (2017: 25) therefore
proposes a model that “rejects the distinction between constructions serving as
nodes in the network and relations between nodes and instead assumes that
linguistic knowledge is available in one format only, namely associations”. The
association-based view has important advantages over the node-and-relations
view: As Hilpert (forthc.) points out, it lends itself more naturally to be mapped
onto neurophysiological processes as well as to computational implementation.
In addition, it may allow for taking more complex sets of associations into
account – not only between forms and meanings, but also, for instance, between
contexts and forms/meanings. However, it can still be argued that “nodes”, i.e.
constructions, constitute a valuable heuristic tool for the analyst to detect
patterns in the associative network. These nodes, however, are highly dynamic,
and they are contingent upon the associations they form part of, not least with
regard to their strength. For instance, the word-formation pattern of ung-nominalization can be regarded as a “node” in the constructional network. This way
to describe the pattern captures the insight that ung-nominalization is a generalization over its instances, i.e. over concrete constructs in -ung and the associations that hold between them. Importantly, the associations between ungnominals and the syntactic constructions they appear in (see Section 4.3
above) form part of language users’ implicit knowledge about the pattern as
well. Furthermore, associations between ung-nominals and other constructions
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with a similar function may be seen as part of this knowledge. For example, in
many cases in present-day German, the Nominalized Infinitive is the more
natural choice where ung-nominals were used in earlier stages of German (cf.
Demske 2000; Hartmann 2016), which can be explained as a case of statistical
preemption (cf. Goldberg 2001): in a context where, in principle, an ung-nominal
could be expected, another word-formation product occurs. Thus, the ung-nominal is “negatively entrenched”, as it were. This pertains especially to highly
lexicalized nominals. Based on a corpus analysis using the DWDS Core Corpus
of the twentieth century, Hartmann (2016: 264f.) shows that Heizung (from heizen
‘to heat’) is increasingly used referring to an object, while the processual reading
variant falls out of use. In more processual contexts, alternative formations like
the nominalized infinitive das Heizen are used. This in turn contributes to
weakening the link (i.e., the association) between ung-nominalization and processual meaning.
At the same time, the network metaphor can prove helpful in describing and
explaining the heterogeneity of different reading variants that ung-nominals
have developed via lexicalization (see Hartmann 2014a). In line with the radial
category approach proposed by e.g. Panther and Thornburg (2002) for English
-er-nominals, the different senses of present-day ung-nominals can be conceived
of as a conceptual network with more and less prototypical reading variants that
has grown over time. Importantly, however, such polysemy networks emerge
from the interaction between words and constructions. Diachronically, they can
be considered a “by-product”, as it were, of semantic change and constructional
change as well as the interaction between those two.
Summing up, then, the usage-based network metaphor provides a helpful
framework for understanding constructional change in general and word-formation change in particular. In constructionist terms, linguistic knowledge can be
conceptualized as a network of form-meaning pairs, the so-called constructicon
(e.g. Goldberg 2006; Taylor 2012; Hilpert 2014). Every usage event can potentially
lead to a reconfiguration of this network. This also applies to word-formation
constructions. Language users’ knowledge about a word-formation pattern
encompasses knowledge about the bases it can take, about the semantics of its
instances, about the co-occurrence patterns of the instances, and about the
registers in which these instances preferentially occur. Importantly, this knowledge comes about through abstractions and generalizations over the actual
instances of a pattern. If an instance changes, e.g. via semantic change/lexicalization, or if even many instances undergo such changes, these developments will
most likely have ramifications on the word-formation pattern as a whole.
In such a framework, then, word-formation change can be conceived of in
terms of the strengthening and weakening of associations between a) word-
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formation constructions and their instantiations (i.e., word-formation products);
b) word-formation patterns and the contexts in which their instantiations occur;
c) word-formation patterns and competing constructions. The first two of these
dimensions have been explored empirically in the present paper. Following up
on previous research on the diachrony of German ung-nominalization, it has
been shown that the word-formation pattern is subject to a growing number of
constraints and that the contexts in which its instantiations preferentially occur
are subject to change as well. Interestingly, cross-linguistic research suggests
that the development of English ing-nominals follows a fairly similar path
(cf. Fonteyn and Hartmann 2016). It would be interesting to test the model of
word-formation change presented in this paper on further languages. In addition, patterns of competition could be explored in more detail. For instance, it
has been suggested that infinitival nominalization serves as a “replacement”, as
it were, for ung-nominalization. But even though Hartmann’s (2016) findings on
the basis of the GerManC corpus seem to support the idea that infinitival
nominalization incorporates parts of ung-nominalization’s functional domain,
this hypothesis has not been systematically tested yet. Focusing on patterns of
competition between constructions seems all the more promising as recent
research adopting this approach has shown that competition indeed seems to
play a pivotal role in the diachronic change of word-formation patterns (cf. e.g.
Kempf 2016).
Further issues that could be addressed in more detail in future research are of
a more methodological nature. For example, the question of how accurately the
productivity measures applied in this paper capture the actual productive use of
the construction(s) in question needs to be addressed. Another open question
relates to the level of abstraction at which constructions should be posited in the
first place: in the case of ung-nominalization, for instance, multiple subconstructions might be legitimately posited, some of which are still quite productive in
present-day German (e.g. [(Prefix)-X-ierung] as in Gentrifizierung ‘gentrification’,
[Be-X-ung] as in kolloq. Bespaßung ‘entertainment’, lit. ‘befunning’). Given a
sufficient amount of data, explorative methods from distributional semantics
(Perek 2016) could be a helpful tool for detecting word-formation products that
behave similarly, thus identifying potential subconstructions.

6 Datasets and scripts
The datasets and scripts that were used for the present study are available at
github.com/hartmast/ung_DTA.
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